CiteScore Metrics from Scopus
Go to Scopus and click on Sources. Type the Journal Name and click on Search.
The journal’s CiteScore Metric is available next to the Title

Introducing CiteScore metrics for serials
We are proud to introduce CiteScore metrics from Scopus – comprehensive, current and free metrics for serial titles in Scopus. Search or browse below to find a source and see the new metrics. Use the annual metrics for reporting, and the 2016 metrics for up-to-date tracking.
Be sure to use qualitative as well as the below quantitative inputs when presenting your research impact, and always use more than one metric for the quantitative part.

Search for a source Browse sources
Search
Nature Genetics

Title ISSN Publisher Display only Open Access journals

2 sources found matching "Nature Genetics".
Source title CiteScore SJR SNIP Type
Nature Genetics 23.17 23.762 6.234 Journal
Nature Reviews Genetics 17.40 32.615 8.277 Journal